Identiv’s uTrust Cards Service Bureau provides advanced personalization services for all types of plastic credential cards in a variety of markets, including access control, education, hospitality, pharmaceuticals, and hospitals. The Service Bureau supports central issuance - produce standard or custom card designs centrally and ship to customer sites for distribution, or issue cards to individual employee home addresses with a PIN mailer (and the option to ship internationally).

The Service Bureau leverages Identiv’s cloud-based card management system. It is designed to help corporations issue badges for different populations, such as employees, contractors, and visitors, to streamline the process during a merger, or to simplify the implementation of a new identities policy.

By choosing to work with Identiv’s uTrust Cards Service Bureau, small-to-medium companies can avoid unnecessary capital expenditure and unexpected labor costs while issuing reliable, trusted badges for all individuals accessing a facility or connecting to an IT network.

**Use Cases**
- **Re-badging**: New corporate identity or type of credentials for corporations in acquisitions/mergers
- **Students**: Issuance of new badges in preparation for current school year
- **Standardizing**: Standard access control across hospital sites
- **Customized**: Different badges for remote employees and temporary visitors

**Printing Services**
- Print static and dynamic data, including photos, names, or any other attributes of an individual or corporation
- Two-sided, full-color CMYK or front full-color and back one-color/blank
- Retransfer technology (film applied on the card surface) for long-lasting, high-quality printing
- DTC (direct-to-card dye sublimation process) for less expensive although durable printing
- Overlaminate for protection and durability

**Encoding Capabilities**
- Standard physical access control data formats, including 26, 35, 37, or 48 bits, Indala, AWID, Casi Rusco, etc.
- Identiv and third-party credentials supporting 125 KHz proximity cards, 13.56 MHz smart card technology, smart card chip, or combinations
Identiv (NASDAQ: INVE) is a global provider of physical security and secure identification. Identiv's products, software, systems, and services address the markets for physical and logical access control, video analytics and a wide range of RFID-enabled applications. Customers in the government, enterprise, consumer, education, healthcare, and banking, retail, and transportation sectors rely on Identiv's access and identification solutions. Identiv's mission is to secure the connected physical world: from perimeter to desktop access, and from the world of physical things to the Internet of Everything.

Identiv has offices worldwide. Addresses and phone numbers are listed at identiv.com/contact. For more information, visit identiv.com or email sales@identiv.com.
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